
Today, I’m going to present the ReThinking Food project and ask you to ReThink or trouble our 
findings from your individual research perspec?ves, and then use what 
we discover in this process to ReThink or trouble your own research, the ways that 
you design your research, and how you understand it.

ReThinking Food is a radically responsive research project th
at approaches EC from a post-disciplinary perspec?ve.



à A post-disciplinary stance recognizes that in many contexts, clear-cut categories  and separ
ation of disciplines is no longer useful or viable. Indeed, when  disciplinary concerns domin
ate, salient issues may be rendered invisible. 1

à So while disciplines per se are not abandoned, a post-disciplinary researcher  tries to rem
ain vigilant to their limitations, and in doing so, test their boundaries  an
d contribute to their growth. This approach runs counter to the  interdisciplin
ary approach to innovation that brings together knowledge from  different rese
arch disciplines to generate ideas. 2 It offers an emergent and  
responsive approach to complex, contemporary issues in ways that transgress  disciplinary — 
and other siloed — ways of thinking. 

à When taking a post-disciplinary approach to applied research, knowledge  emer
ges from the context of application with “distinct theoretical structures,  rese
arch methods and modes of practice which may not be locatable on the  prevailing disciplin
ary map.” 3 This stance enables researchers to respond to the  situated concerns at hand. 



DW, SDU, where I lead research into food and sustainability. ReThinking Food is a  rese
arch project undertaken with graduate students: Anna Lena Hupe, Caroline  Guinita 
Abel, Solvejg Kjærsgård Longueval, Corey McLaughlan and visi?ng research  fellow: Sarah Trah
an. It came out of the SDU Ci?zen Science Talent program. The  image you see is from a salon
, that served as a preliminary study. 

ReThinking Food uses experimental means to ask:
How can we come together as communi?es, Empower ourselves to engage with Int.  Sustain
ability agendas, And make transforma?onal change?

Sustainability advice is oXen global in scope, and lacks aYen?on to cultural norms. In  contr
ast, experience is situated, and different depending on where it unfolds, this  creates a fund
amental challenge of scale. 

Methodologically, we posi?on the work as Extreme [co-creative] Citizen Science —Interrogating 
sustainability agendas through: making, eating, sharing, community-based 
analysis and peer-review. I’ll come back to this later, to talk about what it makes  possible.
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Rethinking Food examines the roles people might play within sustainability discourses, and 
the tensions that push up against their desires and responsibilities. It seeks to understand 
how to transform citizen participation in the food system, and eventually transform the food 
system itself, to be more sustainable.

Food practices are situated in the body, in the family, in the home, in social groups, culture 
and tradition, and are impacted by local conditions. The food system is global and 
transformation needs to be systemic; it also needs to resonate powerfully with situated, 
everyday practices and the values that drive these practices. It needs to be coherent with 
available possibilities; able to fulfil deep-seated socio-cultural, as well as nutritional needs, 
which – as an Australian, of British heritage, living in Denmark, with deep personal roots in 
France and Asia – I know, are never as straightforward as they might appear.
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To anchor the research, we use WWF and Knorr’s ‘Future 50 Foods’ report

It’s usefully troubling – it's authored by world-leading food and sustainability experts, but 
financed and branded by Knorr; not all 50 foods are available everywhere, and they are not 
all sustainable where they are found: a common complaint was why Japanese mushrooms, 
and not the ones we can forage locally? what are bambara nuts? And: why would eating 
foods from Africa or Asia or South America be more sustainable than foods we can find near 
home?
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The study unfolds over three courses. 

The Main course, which I talk about today, ran Oct-Dec 2020, and involved 35 families  
from here in Kolding. 

2ND COURSE: is free-range and involves households from all over Denmark. 

THE 3RD COURSE is Dessert. This one gives everyone a chance to shape the research  
outcomes. It’s a massive online dinner and community peer review.

The different courses let us look at different things: the influence of children on  sustainabilit
y choices; changes in experience and posi?on from one geographic  loca?on to another; an
d the impact and possibili?es of conduc?ng food-based  research online.

Methodologically, We want to know: 

—What is needed to keep diverse people engaged within an extended, par6cipatory online study
and: 

—How to conduct community-based analysis and peer-review ONLINE, and ensure all 
par6cipants have a voice? 

We also hope to expand understanding of why so-called ‘extreme’ approaches to  
ci?zen science might bring benefit. 
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This is the Main Course timeline: 

Over 11 weeks, we conducted online and in-person activities to connect the 35 
families with the researchers, the food, their own families and the other participants. 
We also partnered with DR, as part of the Free Range course to share participant 
stories nationally, and interviewed some of the families, to understand if they were 
feeling empowered towards Environmental Citizenship
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“responsible pro-environmental behaviour of citizens who act and participate in society 
as agents of change... (ENEC 2018) 

So I’ll begin at the beginning

(4'00)



[Main Course]
__
We recruited participants through Facebook, flyers and word of mouth. We 
sought households with children, living in Kolding. 

We had a two-step onboarding process. 

We hand-delivered food boxes containing 39 of the 50 foods – purchased locally – an
d pictorial surveys that ask, for each of the 50 foods, if you’ve seen it before, if  you’ve t
asted it, and if you have it in your home. 

The delivery process allowed us to perform the role of researchers, and the f
amilies  to perform the role of par?cipants. 

The families then joined the facebook group
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[Main Course] 

the facebook, served as a virtual research commons, for the families to exchange  knowled
ge, experiments and their situated research findings. 

Ac?ve families posted ques?ons, shared recipes, comments, offered advice, and  sh
ared photos of their cooking prac?ces. Others lurked (we knew they were there,  bec
ause they would acknowledge our posts). 

As researchers, we played a number of roles in the group. We posted formal 
no?fica?ons of ac?vi?es. We responded to ques?ons addressed to us directly (aXer  leaving ?
me for the families to find answers for themselves). We occasionall
y  provided first-person perspec?ves through comments, and Solvejg (one of the  rese
archers) par?cipated in the study with her family. When she introduced herself in  the F
acebook group she declared her dual role. Otherwise, she par?cipated in the  same wa
y as the other families, and, in the background, in the same way as the other  rese
archers. Her reflec?ons provide insights, with a richness, that I don’t think we  could have gle
aned without her playing this dual role.
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[Main Course] FB analysis

Over 4 months, we gathered a lot of material and did a number of mappings. At  
diverse scales.



In many regards, these mappings are arbitrary, meaningless, because self-selected  par?
cipants self-report selected ac?vi?es, and not all families ac?vely post.



Nonetheless, what we are finding is interesting.

Half of the dishes families made sit outside of Danish traditions. 
Half are new dishes, built around one or more of the ingredients we gave them ⅓ are f
amiliar family favourites, with one or more ingredients swapped out  An
d  ⅙ of dishes use the foods as a side dish. 



[Main Course] FB analysis

It’s difficult to know what we can learn from this, but I do believe it demands 
aYen?on. Design research makes other ways of ac?ng and knowing visible. Even so,  it’s e
asy to fall into the trap, with so much data, to treat it quan?ta?vely, and risk  losin
g sight of small details. This, of course, is a maYer of scale.
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In parallel with facebook, we held activities to support cooking with others (by 
cooking with a chef) , foraging at a Sunday market, and collaborative reflection 
over a series of breakfasts. 

(6'40)
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Cooking with Christoffer was an online cooking session led by Christoffer Bro  Christensen
, from the Kolding Design School Canteen. Christoffer’s remit was to guide  par?cipants in prep
aring great tas?ng, nutri?ous and sustainable food for the whole  family, for minimal effort an
d cost, highligh?ng the Future 50 Foods. Ten families  par?cipated. Recipes were shared in adv
ance. Over two hours, from their kitchens,  the families conversed, cooked, an
d ate together with the chef and the researchers. 

There were families who prepped everything in advance, drank wine and enjoy
ed  themselves; those who cooked whatever they had ?me for and were relaxed and had  
fun; and there was one family who had nothing prepped, had not checked in their  
cupboards to see if they had suitable ingredients, and fran?cally tried to follow the  chef an
d confirm replacement ingredients as they scrambled to keep up. Throughout,  everybody l
aughed, even the very stressed family. One family who didn’t come said  they felt that cookin
g a three-course meal on a Tuesday evening was “too heavy”.  However, the idea behin
d it is to diversify taste exposure for children, use leXovers  more crea?vely, and in the end s
ave money and ?me. 

(7'40)
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[Sunday Market]

week 4, we held a Sunday Market, which was modelled 
after a public food market, it 
included a food stall for foraging, a whiteboard that served as a community noticeboard 
for suggestions and comments, and seating areas to enjoy coffee and fresh baked cake 
made with ingredients from the 50 foods.

Participants talked with us, foraged for foods, added their reflections to the whiteboard, and 
generally continued their research. Because of Covid, 
visits were timed. This limited participant-participant interactions but afforded 
enhanced researcher-participant interactions as the individual appointments allowed 
more time for one-on-one conversation. 
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The final act of co-reflec?on, was four Sustainability Breakfasts, held Saturday  mornings, leadin
g up to Christmas. We gathered over Zoom, shared coffee, breakfast,  and convers
a?on from the comfort of our homes, and shared ideas and impressions  on th
at week’s theme. The Breakfasts were open to Main Course and Free-Range  par?cip
ants, they enabled the families and households to connect with us, and with  e
ach other across courses, to discuss concerns, share advice and food prac?ces  
across three dis?nct scales: 

i) familial: cooking within their family; and exchanging experiences with other  families; 
ii) na,onal: exchanging experiences across diverse loca?ons in Denmark; and 
iii) global: sharing experiences of traveling and living abroad, with family and  friends. 

They talked about topics that surfaced within the Facebook group, best prac?ces for  including 
children in cooking, and shared personal backgrounds and rela?onships  with food. 

They also expressed a desire for more scaffolding in their adop?on of the foods. They  
said they liked being able to explore freely for the first couple of weeks, but then would have
appreciated recipes. Those who joined the Cooking with session were 

longing for more recipes from the chef, which never arrived. They all loved the food  th
at he introduced them to and mung beans, in particular, became a new st
aple in  their cupboards. One participant exclaimed while laughing that “she never knew  
mung beans could be delicious!” She now makes mung-bean risotto regularly, and  always h
as them in her cupboard. Others in the breakfasts agreed that tasting new  foods, and bein
g supported to make them was a game changer in terms of changing  their food practices. T
his was the last formal activity for the Main Course.

(10'00)



In between, DR (Denmark’s national broadcaster) ran a special theme for us
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and, we interviewed some of the families to understand if they were feeling 
empowered.
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DR’s special theme ran for 10 days and included breakfast with one of the families; a live Q&A 
with another family and christoffer; related arAcles and interviews on the radio, in new
spapers and online. Over 10 days, 500,000 people engaged with the theme –this was
 enormous. 12,000 people filled out an online survey and just under 500 signed up for
 the free range study. it was DR’s most successful ciAzen science theme to date, 
and we weren’t prepared for it. We do careful qualitaAve – experimental, parAcipatory,
 research through design. AOer several prototype dinners, we’re sAll working out how to scale 
dessert to be naAonwide, and be rich and meangingful … 

Whether or not their personal story was included in the theme, our Main Course parAcipants 
felt it  placed them at the forefront of a naAonal discussion on societal transiAon; that their 
acAons were helping society to understand how we can make change, across the whole 
of Denmark. They were proud of this, said it felt important.

(11'10)



Around the same Ame
- Anna, the second author, interviewed 7 of the families - 2 at the Sunday market,

 the rest online.
- The goals were to i) idenAfy how they define empowerment, ii) how

 empowered they feel in  the project, and iii) whether they believe it is possib
le to make societal scale changes from  personal scale acAon. 

Empowerment in the literature is “a mul?-dimensional social process” that helps people g
ain control over their lives at a range of scales that cross individual, group, 
and community dimensions (ibid.). 

The 7 families all considered that having a sense of freedom, or self-determina?on in 
the project was cri?cal to their feeling empowered. This sense of freedom led to enh
anced involvement, and a feeling that their ac?ons “have some realness” (F04). 

Par?cipa?on in the ac?vi?es was voluntary, or course. This is standard for ethically 
conducted research. However, our par?cipants imagined that, by signing up, they would h
ave to do everything. They said that being able to determine for themselves the level, quality
, and kinds of engagement they had in the project, at each step, gave 
them a real sense of freedom. Whether this led to increased involvement is unclear. 
However, all interviewees said that it did. 

They also said that small changes, such as decisions around what to cook that day,  m
ade them feel that they were making a difference to society. and, the more  
important the area of ac?on was to them, the higher the poten?al they felt for long- 
term change. 

(12'40)



They described having a sense of agency – an innate sense of responsibility, a capacity to act, and a 
willingness to participate in the world – as a direct result of the freedom they felt to move between 
scales of concern. They clearly valued the feeling of control the study gave them over their own lives 
and food choices, over society and the ways food is understood and consumed.

(13'00)



our research invited participants to shift their scales of engagement between : the intimate realm of home 
and family; and less intimate in-person and online spheres – one-to-one and one-to-some, with the 
researchers; and one-to-some and one-to-many, with the other participating families. These scale shifts 
allowed them to try out emerging knowledge, and emboldened them to scale out to social, professional 
and societal spheres of action

One par?cipant said they felt empowered to propose changes in their workplace cafeteria 
because of the strength they gained from their role in this research. 

We believe it's the nested spheres, at differing scales, that affords this outcome. fosters Environmental Ci?zenship, 

it begins with an embodied exchange (from researcher to par?cipant, handing over a box of food) 
then scales inward, to peeling vegetables, sprou?ng legumes, and handling the materiality of the food, an
d then families engage with the ques?on of what to eat. Children play an important role in this process, 
especially small children – when parents are ?red and want to make something easy, an
d the children ask for the research food, it can serve to remind us what's at stake. 
Children will live with the futures we are making day by day. Their insistence can help us to make
 beYer (if not always easier) choices, as they help us to see beyond the ?mescales of our own
bodies and imagine the lives of future bodies. 

From the family, the research then scales out to the online sphere, to be enacted  vigorously on F
acebook. Then to larger social, professional, and societal spheres of  ac?on
. the online group thus acts as a conduit for enactment of EC between the  private an
d the public spheres, the body, and the world. 
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As I mentioned, Solvejg – one of the researchers – participated with her family, she received a box of 
foods and engaged both as a participant and as a researcher. In the dot points on the screen, we see her 
motivation, her reaction, her mixed response to the Facebook group, and the challenges that she and her 
family faced in participating.

She was not the only family who faced challenges and declined to participate in facebook. Our plan is 
to build a platform that lets us avoid the facebook trust issue moving forward.

(15'10)



I spoke at the beginning about positioning the work as Extreme [co-creative] Citizen Science. 
We reinterpret CS through participatory RTD for a number of reasons.

pRTD foregrounds embodied, situated experience. It lets us shift what is understood  as CS to a more person
al scale, to trouble assumptions and practices around CS and  resituate it within politically more inclusive – 
co-creative – traditions.

In complement, positioning the research as CS helped to make the work seem  impactful to our particip
ants, due to an assumed commitment to reciprocity on their  part. 

It also provided some challenges. 

The idea of co-creating the study they were involved in upset some participants’  notions of hier
archy in science and led to expressions of frustration and anger.  Despite their pushback, we rem
ained committed to engaging our citizen-scientists  through participation and co-creation, and to 
shaping the study together. And this 

gave rise to some wonderful discussions as they worked their way through this  challenge themselves – 
on facebook, where we could see their thinking unfold.
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Throughout the study, the researchers engage in research alongside par?cipa?ng  families,  
modelling the research process, engaging in embodied ways. We (the  researchers) share knowled
ge and our own embodied, situated experience. Through  each knowledge exchange, we (re-) fr
ame the research as a co-crea?ve process. 

From the outset families responded with enthusiasm, took ownership, and explored  
on their own. As they shared in the Facebook group, we no?ce their engagement  with the rese
arch begin to shiX, moving back and forth between the home and the  group. 
This movement across scales enlivened families’ personal, situated food  prac?ces and 
encouraged con?nued engagement within the online community. Their  ac?vi?es in one sphere in
formed and strengthened their ac?vi?es in the other. In  interviews, families explained that: 
“Facebook allowed them to feel connec?on with  the other par?cipants” 
because they felt they could “have their meaning heard”. they  describe this as empowering. 

The research ac?vi?es expand from the person through the personal to the societal,  
foregrounding embodied engagement with the research object – food and  sustainability in the 
family and in society; and demonstra?ng that becoming an agent  of change in society can 
begin at home. This rescaling of planetary issues to the  family home is important. It enables 
par?cipants to make small moves, test their  emerging 
knowledge, and become emboldened to act. 



Families joined the study to eat more sustainably and have more energy. They  struggled to 
find recipes, shift practices in the kitchen, and find ingredients at local  supermarkets. The 
main reasons for reverting to habitual cooking and eating were  time, motivation, 
and digestion issues, resulting from changes in diet. Participants  used the 

Facebook group to exchange hopes, fears, questions, and concerns. These  
exchanges helped in the collaborative formulation of knowledges as people  
considered how to move forward. 

As Solvejg’s account demonstrates, the path through the research was not necessarily  easy
. She tells us that embodied engagement with the Foods at home, and access to  
a community of like-minded individuals online, enriched her situated practices, and  
helped her family engage with what it means to be sustainable in the home, even  
when they only lurked on facebook

(19'00)
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Our par?cipants were open-minded about transforming their ea?ng behaviors. They  
want to work out how to change. They are willing to compromise on taste and flavor 
for more sustainability. But, ?me and cost exert very real pressures; and children’s  
willingness to experiment can also be an issue. 

For behaviour change to become culture change. we need to imagine the change we  
want to see—prototype it, think through experimenta?on—work out what’s needed  
to support adop?on adapta?on, scaling—iden?fy the new prac?ces, policies,  
technologies and rela?onships we need if we want our extraordinary more-than- 
human world to flourish. We need to do these things now, 
engage people from all  levels of society, so we can all start to be the change we 
urgently need before we  even realise that we've done it. And this is what 
happened with our par?cipants.  Posi?oning the work as ci?zen science, helped with t
hat, especially as we were  disrup?ng what ci?zen science is, who ci?zens are, a
nd how we might begin to  engage with each other more deeply.

(20'00)










